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One of the methods for increasing the efficiency of work with Web content is the use
of services offered by various systems of recommendation preparation. Such services are
incorporated into popular on-line libraries, such as the Google Scholar retrieval system,
the Scopus abstract database, the Mendeley control system of bibliographic information,
the electronic library eLIBRARY.ru, and other systems. There exist two main types
of recommender systems, content-oriented systems and social systems (of collaborative
filtration); see, e.g., [1] – [4]. The former are based on a representation of users’ preferences
obtained by analyzing the contents of recommendation elements. Systems of the second
type model preferences by estimating the proximity of user profiles. In what follows, by a
recommender system we understand an information system which

• forms a conceptual representation of an electronic collection (e.g., MathNet) on
the basis of ontologies of knowledge domains;

• calculates the measure of thematic proximity between documents by using this
representation;

• outputs a list of documents reflecting the information interests of the user.

In comparison with information retrieval systems, recommender systems are most
useful when the user experiences difficulties with formulating an effective retrieval request.
Such difficulties arise most frequently in dealing with scientific content.

For preparing high-quality recommendations, a user profile constructed only on the
basis of the history of documents browsed by the user in the collection being analyzed is
insufficient; it is necessary to take into account models of knowledge domains, in particular,
by using ontologies, and the user scenario. Users of a recommender system may be

• authors of publications, who are most interested in close settings and solution
methods of stated problems in the document collection;

• referees, who estimate the novelty and importance of a particular scientific document
in comparison with other existing documents on the same topic;

• scientists searching for materials related to their studies and readers interested
in documents useful in understanding a topic and explaining the necessary basis
notions.

For example, in analyzing the text of the same paper, the author of a planned new
publication seeks a material useful for preparing a survey of related papers, a referee is
interested in materials with definitions of specific terms and related papers needed to
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estimate the novelty of the content, and a post-graduate student searches for classical
papers with definitions of basis notions and fundamental statements.

At present, ontologies have become widespread as a tool for representing knowledge
in a subject area, in particular, for recommender systems [5], by means of semantic
relations. Such relations ensure, in particular, the improvement of search completeness and
precision, as well as multilingualism. However, one of the obstacles in the propagation of
ontological approaches in recommender systems is the laboriousness of the development of
models for each knowledge domain separately. The application of the ontological approach
in recommender systems for physico-mathematical content has become possible after
the appearance of physico-mathematical knowledge ontologies [6] – [10]. In this paper,
we describe a recommender system based on the mathematical knowledge ontologies
OntoMathPRO and Mocassin and tested on the unique collection MathNet of publications
in physics and mathematics [11, 12].

Mathematical knowledge ontologies. Mocassin is an ontology of the logical structure of
mathematical documents developed by these authors for automatically analyzing mathematical
publications in the LATEXformat. This ontology formally (in the OWL language) describes
the semantics of structural elements of mathematical documents (e.g., theorems, lemmas,
proofs, definitions, etc.) expressed in the form of classes and properties. In addition, this
ontology contains axioms of cardinality and transitivity.

OntoMathPRO [6] – [8] contains about 3500 concepts, which are organized into two
hierarchies: mathematical objects and domains of mathematics. In this ontology, there
are defined the antisymmetric relations

• “subclass” → “class” (“manifold” → “set”);
• “defined by means of” (“atlas” → “manifold”),

and three types of symmetric relations:

• “associative relation” (“differentiable manifold” → “flow”);
• “problem” → “solution method” (“system of linear equations” → “Gaussian elimination”);
• “area of mathematics” → “mathematical object” (“algebraic topology” → “homology

group”).

Below, we describe a model of the application of the ontology structure to represent
documents. The ontology can be represented in the form of a directed weighted graph
G = ⟨T,E⟩, whose vertices are the elements of the set of concepts T and edges are the
elements of the set of relations E. To an antisymmetric relation, there corresponds one
directed edge, and to a symmetric relation, two oppositely directed edges. Each edge is
assigned a weight wr depending on the type of the relation r and the scenario of the
system operation.
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We introduce the following measure of proximity between terms s and d:

A[s, d] =


1, s = d,

0, не существует пути между s и d,
1/dist(s, d) в остальных случаях,

where dist(s, d) is the shortest path length between s and d.
We propose a method which processes a collection of mathematical documents and

forms a list of related papers for each document. The method consists of the following
steps. At the first step, from each document key words are extracted; these are mentions
of terms described in the OntoMathPRO ontology and their mathematical notations.
At the second step, the logical structure of the document is analyzed and its fragments
are semantically marked on the basis of the Mocassin ontology [9]. At the third step,
a vector representation of the document is constructed, which takes into account its
terminological composition, position of terms in the logical structure, and connections
between terms in the OntoMathPRO ontological graph. After that, the proximity measure
of the constructed vectors of document in the collection is calculated and recommendations
are formed.

Extraction of logical structure. At this step, the logical structure of the document is
extracted on the basis of the Mocassin ontology. Fragments of the document are annotated
as instances of ontology classes. The information on the classes to which fragments of
the document belong is then used for weighting general terms in order to calculate the
proximity measure between documents. Each concept of the Mocassin ontology is assigned
a weight determining its significance in the document structure (the maximum weight is
assigned to the title).

Extraction of key words. At this step, mathematical terms are extracted from the
text of the document. A special feature of this step is that terms are often mentioned in
symbolic form, as elements of mathematical notation. We use the OntoMathPRO ontology
as the base of terms and Textocat API (a cloud text analytics platform developed with
the participation of these authors) as an analysis tool. The extraction of terms is based
on standard approaches to resolving the lexical multivaluedness of named entities [13]
and consists of two main steps: extraction of name groups as phrase-candidates for being
linked with ontology terms and the application of a binary classifier making a decision
on linking phrase-candidates with ontology terms of specified confidence measure. Then,
the extracted notions are tied to variables, which represent copies of these notions in
mathematical formulas [14]. Thereafter, all mentions of a variable are regarded as mentions
of the corresponding term.
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As a result, we obtain a set Mp of mentions of ontology terms in a document p, in
which each element is a tuple m = ⟨t, l⟩, where t is an ontology term and l is the position
of this term in the document.

Construction of a publication vector. At this step, a vector representation of the
document in the terminological space is formed. As the terminological base we use the
terms of the OntoMathPRO ontology. We order the set T as follows.

The document p is represented as a vector in which every component is the weight of
the corresponding term in the given document:

v(p) = (weight(t1), weight(t2), . . . , weight(tn)) , n = |T |,

where weight(t) is the weight of a term t in the document. Each mention increases the
weight of the corresponding term; the increase in the weight of a term depends on the
position of the term in the logical structure of the document. Moreover, each mention
of a term increases the weight of all terms connected with it according to the proximity
measure. Thus, each component of the vector is calculated by

weight(t∗) = idf(t∗) ·
∑

⟨t,l⟩∈Mp

βl · A [t, t∗] ,

where idf(t) = log
N

Nt

, N is the number of documents in the collection, Nt is the number

of documents containing the term t, and βl is the weight of the term determined by the
position l of this term in the logical structure of the document. The use of idf makes it
possible to reduce the influence of common terms (such as “number” or “method”), which
weakly reflect the specifics of a particular document.

On the basis of the document vector, the recommender system forms a data set
containing a list of related documents in the collection and an extended list of key
words selected according to their weights in the publication vector. Since each key word
corresponds to an ontology term, the system forms recommendations containing references
to various definitions of the term, the position of the term in the ontology hierarchy, and
a list of documents in the collection which contain this term.

Formation of a list of related papers. At this step, for each document in the collection,
a set of related documents is constructed. As a measure of proximity between documents
we use the well-known cosine proximity measure of their vectors. The recommended
documents are those with proximity measure larger than a preset threshold value.

Substantiation of the formed recommendation. An explanation of a list of recommendations
is a list of marks reflecting the most important, from the point of view of the model,
attributes weight(t∗) taken into account in calculating the proximity measure. Examples
of marks are “related terms” and “similar problem”.

Thus, the created recommender system is characterized by the following features:
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• it takes into account the professional profile of a particular user and of other users
interested in a given topic;

• it forms different recommendations for different scenarios of work with the system
(referee, user being introduced in the topic, etc.);

• it assigns different weights to different concepts; thus, for a scientific review,
concepts denoting areas of mathematics are more important than those characterizing
mathematical objects, while for a beginning researcher, survey papers containing
notions from different areas of mathematics and references to original works are
important;

• it supposes further integration with MathNet and other scientific collections;
• it allows the ontology to be supplemented with new concepts, including notions

from Mathematical Encyclopaedia.
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